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I wonder if they forgot,
the pair in purple —
if they confuse the other.

How plain a sentiment.
How plain a lock, a place —
How plain to choose the rusted fence.

I wonder if she is sitting somewhere
hands in her lap, empty.
Does she think of the bridge?
The river — always pushing forward.

by Olivia Caldwell

Sunset After 
Love Leaves



That you couldn’t fall made me want to jump.
Even the sun shot to the river, red, maddened by
inscrutable combinations:
Your eyes and an image of cloudy bedsheets
Engagement rings and the grief process
Babytalk and condolences.
I locked my fingers to your faithless restraint
thinking it was a gate, thinking this was ritual
confessed an Asheville of regret,
fed through the fence a fire I can’t stop circling.

by S. Preston Duncan

Let's Not Make This 
About Keys



Two sisters stood on a love-lock bridge at sunset.

Sister One

So full of love is this world, said the sister, 
smiling, and took a photo of locks rosy-hued in 
the sunset. 

Sister Two

Correction, so full of tokens that will outlive love 
is this world, said the other, and took a photo 
too, positioning her camera just so between the 
bars to get a shot of the river, banks and bridge 
beyond.

by Aiysha Jahan

Two Sisters
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A mother and son
detained together asleep
she wakes up alone.

Eloísa Pérez-Lozano

Art: “Drops” by Fabio Sassi

4 am Farewell



Kate Gardner is an artist and student in Missoula, 
Montana. While not primarily a photographer, she 
carries an old Canon she found at a yard sale, and 
which has lived in the Garden City longer than she 
has and knows its way around town.

Olivia Caldwell is a Division II student at Hampshire 
College studying Poetry, Photography, and Sociocul-
tural Anthropology. She is a pun enthusiast and cat 
mom who spends much of her time watching mid-
2000s dramatic television and considering the fate of 
humanity. Her work can be found in Forest For The 
Trees Literary Journal and Enigma Literary Magazine.

S. Preston Duncan is a caregiver and BBQist in Rich-
mond, Virginia, and is currently training as an End of 
Life Doula. Recent aspirations include becoming the 
Jason Isbell of literature, stealing death’s laughter, and 
transcendental pimento cheese. He is the former Se-
nior Editor of local arts and culture publication, RVA 
Magazine. His poetry has appeared or been selected 
to appear in Tulane Review, Circle Show, Levee Maga-
zine, Bottom Shelf Whiskey, and RVA Magazine (out-
side of editorship).



Aiysha Jahan is a TCK who grew up in Dubai and has 
lived and worked around the world. She enjoys travel-
ling most of all and writes short stories and flash that 
explore identity and belonging. She is currently living 
in the UK and teaches writing.

Eloísa Pérez-Lozano writes poems and essays about 
Mexican-American identity, motherhood, and wom-
en’s issues. She graduated from Iowa State University 
with a B.S. in psychology and an M.S. in journalism 
and mass communications. A 2016 Sundress Publi-
cations Best of the Net nominee, her work has been 
featured in “The Texas Observer,” “Houston Chroni-
cle,” and “Poets Reading the News,” among others. She 
lives with her family in Houston, Texas. Find her on 
Twitter @elopoeta.

Fabio Sassi makes photos and acrylics using what is 
considered to have no worth by the mainstream. He 
often puts a quirky twist to his subjects or employs an 
unusual perspective that gives a new angle of view. Fa-
bio lives in Bologna, Italy and his work can be viewed 
at www.fabiosassi.foliohd.com


